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Farside Records welcomes Ron Deacon feat. The Kat from Leipzig, Germany and his
beautiful “Secret Garden EP” including a minimal & deep Lowtec dub. Ron Deacon is
part of Leipzigs Workshop crew (with musicians like Lowtec, Even-tuell, Benjamin
Brunn, Reagenz & others) and recently caused a stir with his tune on the latest
Workshop 10 12inch. His affinity for the soul inspired deep Detroit sound with some
techy edges already put him on the map for lovers of Theo Parrish & Moodymann. As a
DJ he also runs a wicked club night called “Sonderlich Verwunderlich” in Leipzig City.
For the “Secret Garden EP” Ron Deacon teams up with singer The Kat and shows off
with a brilliant song. The original version of “Secret Garden” reminds a little on the
best times of Naked Music in the late 90s. Some old school sounding chords & a
bumping beat for the true classic house headz out there.
The “Secret Garden Refresh Mix” has a mind blowing bassline, keeps things very
deep and puts you on a journey. With some melancholic chords and a demanding low
key rhythm section, this should be big not just for a late night session or radio use.
“Secret Garden Lowtec Dub” has been re-dubbed by famous Workshop labelboss
Lowtec and is more than a killer tool. He uses just a loop, a vocal snippet and a dope
beat to create a 7 minute minimal deep house monster. With some dirty sounds, a ruff
hihat workout and a deep vibe, you find everything that makes the Lowtec sound so
special and astonishing. Is this Minimal, Techno, Deep House? Anyway, hope you´ll
enjoy the music.

